
FXTM Forex Broker - The FXTMbasejump project is underway and
BASE jumping legend and Red Bull athlete, Valery Rozov is currently
packing up after a training expedition which saw him climb Mount
Huascaran in Peru. This part of the journey is vital for Valery as he
prepares for his big challenge in September, proving the importance
of having the right training before any great achievement. Similarly,
providing traders and investors with effective education has always
been one of our core missions and values. Valery’s climb up the
Peruvian mountain is a perfect demonstration of the three key stages
of accumulating effective training and preparation: Gain Essential
Knowledge ‘Before you do something, you need to learn as much as
you can. Having the right equipment is one thing. Having the right
preparation is another.’ – Valery Rozov Local Seminars: Presented
and certified by world-class experts, FXTM seminars provide you with
vital information and guidance to take your trading knowledge
further. Extensive Workshops: Tailored to fit the needs and
requirements of local traders, our extensive workshops focus on the
technical and fundamental aspects of trading. You will be presented
with a certificate after successfully completing the course. Equip
yourself with the Best Tools ‘You have to be aware of your
equipment’s capabilities. The right gear is important in any extreme
activity.’ – Valery Rozov Cutting-edge Trading Platforms: FXTM offers
innovative solutions to clients with a collection of the most secure,
reliable and flexible trading platforms available. Market Analysis:
Frequently cited by renowned financial media, FXTM’s market
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analysis provides clients with daily insights and forecasts through
videos and reports. Educational Videos: FXTM’s series of videos, done
in collaboration with John Jagerson – the co-founder of Learning
Markets– go through the A-Z of forex trading Understand your
Environment ‘Acclimatization is the process of adapting to the lack of
oxygen. The more I acclimatize, the higher I can climb.’ – Valery
Rozov Risk-free account: New to trading? Familiarize yourself with
FXTM’s superb trading conditions through a free demo account and
get a chance to win great cash prizes in the frequent risk-free
contests. Support in your Language: With support in over 25
languages, you will never face the bulls and bears alone. Dedicated
and professional, the support team is ready to assist with any
questions at hand.   FXTM Forex Broker - Review and Forex Rebates
U to 85%  
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